Coventry & Leicestershire CC - 28/02/15
Mrs Di Brown.
Congratulations to Lesley and Jill – a wonderful entry to the back to back shows here
today, I can’t remember being this busy in years, my thanks for the judging invitation.
Thanks also goes to Heather Roper for travelling especially to steward for me, she did
an excellent job and was good company.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Premier Neuter Male
IMP – Wroe’s CH & GD PR COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 24) MN
23/07/13. I have always been a fan of this handsome chap, I think it is his expression
that does it for me. Lovely head, even and well balanced with very good top line and
large well flared ears excellently set. Such a naughty look to his deep blue eyes.
Straight strong profile, deep chin lines up and the bite is level. Long body –
somewhat comfortably covered today I note, long elegant limbs, tapered tail needs an
inch to balance. Soft mid blue tabby markings with well defined scarab and slight
thumb prints, good bracelets and well ringed tail, paw pads and nose leather greyish
blue. Medium shading to coat with glacial bib and tummy, coat length very good with
sleek close texture. Had some very rude things to say for himself as usual, but it’s all
noise and he is relatively easy to handle. Excellently presented.
R – Rigby’s GD PR SUMMADORE REDDY TEDDY GO (SIA d) MN 21/06/12.
This lad has such presence and really knows how to show himself, his type is really
good and he is lovely size. Medium length wedge with broad top line with super ear
size and set. Oriental shape and set to eyes of brilliant blue. Profile almost straight
with a nice broad nose, chin firm and bite level-ish. Long elegant but weighty body
with long strong limbs and neat spoon paws, long tapered tail. Bright mid red points,
mask well developed for this colour, medium tonal shading to coat with short close
texture. Beaten by a mere whisker. Excellent temperament condition and presentation.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Premier Neuter Female
BOB – Hinson’s GD PR LITTLEFEAT OVER THERAINBOW (SIA f) FN
01/05/11. An overall well balanced lady neuter of good type and style. Medium length
wedge head with good width to top, ears of good size and set to balance. Oriental eye
shape and set, colour could ideally be a touch deeper, but it was acceptable and I
suspect the lighting was not helpful. Good profile and chin with untidy but
reasonably level bite. Long slender body with good trim tummy line for a female
neuter, tail almost balances. Seal tortie points show plentiful mingling on all points,
mainly in paler red but some brighter tones evident on tail in particular. Excellent
contrast to coat with the lightest of tonal shading, and the texture was lovely and
sleek. An easy girl to handle and excellently presented.
A. C. Siamese/Balinese Champion Adult
GD CC – Caney’s CH MERRYTAIL KEZIAH MY JOY (SIA n 21) F 24/01/14.
A neat little queen, still very young with maturity acceptable for age. Medium length
wedge with good top of head, ears large and nicely set. Very good expression to eyes
of medium blue. The tiniest of dips to profile, chin firm and bite level. Long slender

but surprisingly weighty body, long dainty limbs and neat paws, tail needs an inch to
balance. Very dark seal tabby points with good clear scarab, double cheek ribbons
and good thumb prints, some paler bracelets to limbs and a well ringed tail. Short
close coat, she is fairly heavily shaded for such a young queen but at the moment
there is still sufficient contrast. A little shy but handled well. Excellently presented.
British Black Silver Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Williams’ KHANCOBAN SILVER CILLA (BRI NS 22) F 04/07/14.
A very nice kitten for type, she is a touch small for 7 months but has good weight and
substance and is overall a fairly compact and cobby girl. Round apple head with full
cheeks and good width between her neat small ears. Rounded forehead and short neat
nose, deep chin and level bite, nicely rounded muzzle. Medium length body with
short strong limbs and medium length tail. Jet black tabby markings on very pale
silver ground, and the lack of brindling and tarnishing was impressive. Well defined
butterfly with large internal spaces, has her three spine lines although central one very
narrow compared to the two sides ones, large round oysters, multi unbroken
necklaces, uneven barring to limbs and tail. Excellent density to short coat, just
marginally soft in texture. A friendly babe excellently presented.
British Black, Chocolate or Cinnamon Tortie Kitten
1st & BOB – Fisher’s XZIBIT TEACAKE (BRI f) F 14/07/14. Lovely type to this
kitten and she is very well developed for her age. Perfectly round apple head with
super cheeks and very good width between neat small ears set to fit the contours of
the head. Eyes round and open with mid orange colour. Nose short though ideally
could be broader with slightly small nose leather, firm chin and level bite, well
rounded muzzle. Cobby and compact body with excellent substance, short strong
limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Jet back coat, well mingled
throughout in mid and deeper shades of red, it was short and very dense, just
marginally baby soft in texture today. A friendly girl with a lot of promise for the
future. Presented in tip top condition.
2nd – Hardy’s STONNALL SUNNIMASQUERADE (BRI f) F 08/06/14.
Unfortunately this lady was given a very cursory examination as she really did not
want to be handled. It was very strange, because she gave the impression she was
dying to come out and be cuddled but when I put my hand in the pen she said no
thank you in no uncertain terms. From what I could see her type was good with a
nicely rounded head, and she was well grown. Large open eyes of good colour. Coat
looked fairly short with rich colouring, the bright red tortie predominating over the
base colour, but is more patched than mingled in places. Shame she was so upset.
Excellently presented.
Oriental Black Adult
CC & BOB – Brownrigg’s LUSCIOUS LOLA HOLIDAY EAST (OSH n) F
17/05/14. A stylish and elegant girl who was well developed for 9 months. Medium
length wedge with very good top of head, ears large nicely flared and very well set.
Profile not quite straight with slight rise between the eyes, good firm chin and level
bite. Oriental eye shape with very snooty expression, ideally I would like the eyes to
be greener but the is some there which is sufficient for the SOP. Elegant neck and a
long svelte and firm toned body, long slender limbs with super long whippy tail to

balance. Jet black coat that was completely sound to roots, it was short sleek and very
glossy. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Oriental Spotted Tabby Adult
CC & BOB – Brown’s HEMLOCK SPOTTY MULDOON (OSH n 24) M
28/03/14. Gorgeous male, wonderful size and muscle development for a youngster.
Strong head with very good top line and large ears that were nicely open at the base
and set to balance. Very good expression to eyes of clear mid green. Marginal dip to
broad nose, deep chin and level bite. Well defined neck-line, long strong and
beautifully toned body, long strong limbs and oval paws, tapered tail to just about
balance. Spotted pattern generally good, not quite as sound as it was but minimal for
agouti and linkage, ground colour has some warmth of tone. Super coat, short very
sleek and close lying. An easy boy to handle and excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Adult Male
CC – Davies’ WICCANWAYS RED REAVENGE (OSH d 03) M 30/05/14. It was
not easy to assess this chap as he was very frightened and insisted on goggling eyes
and flattening his ears. Overall type appeared to be good and he was well grown.
Medium length head with good width between his fairly large ears. Eye colour a nice
bright mid green. Profile almost straight with a good chin and level bite, quite a
marked pinch to muzzle. Good weight and tone to long body, with long limbs and tail
to almost balance. Rich red and white patches to coat, white to at least the one third
required, in all the correct places, on face, all four limbs and completely down
tummy. Red patches reasonably free of pattern and fairly sound, some bleeding of the
white into the red in places. Good close coat with lovely texture. Handled better in his
pen, excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Adult Female
BOB – Clothier’s CH REDFEET RIBBONSNBOWS (OSH f 03 33) F 01/05/13.
A dainty and stylish queen. Well balanced medium length wedge with her large ears
set in line. Good expression to eyes of oriental shape and set with mid blue colour.
Profile almost straight, good chin and level bite. Long slender but deceptively
weighty body with long whip tail to balance. Attractive seal tortie points, seal
typically for a bicolour almost black, red patches a slightly muted red, white patches
to over the one third required, with inverted “v” to face, completely down the tummy
and some on all four limbs. Coat nice and short but rather soft and fine in texture.
excellent temperament, a friendly girl – presentation generally good but Mummy
needs to clean her chin the next time.
Foreign White Kitten
1st & BOB – Bauerfeind’s MICHANT MUSTAPHA (OSH w 67) F 08/08/14. An
attractive baby of good type and style. Medium length wedge with good top of head,
ears large and well set. Well shaped oriental eyes, a touch straight set at present and
the colour could ideally be a little deeper and more brilliant in tone. Nose marginally
retroussé in shape, chin firm and bite level. Long body nice and weighty – has
obviously enjoyed a full breakfast this morning! long slender limbs and neat oval
paws, whippy tail to almost balance. Well prepared short white coat, somewhat sparse
on the back of the neck where it looks as though someone has been practicing, coat
slightly baby fine in texture at the moment. A very sweet person excellently
presented.

Oriental Cinnamon Kitten.
1st & BOB – May’s BURRAAPHA AUTUMNS BREEZE (OSH o) F 23/10/14. A
very promising kitten for type. Lovely head type with excellent width between her
very large open based ears. Uneven profile with pronounced dip to brow, if she was
older I would call this a skull depression but she still has time for it to grow out and I
do hope it does, pronounced dip to nose also, firm chin and level bite, teething pinch
at present. Oriental eye shape and set with a slightly muddy green colour that is yet to
clear. Slender neck-line and a long slender but solid and weighty little body, whippy
tail to balance. Warm toned cinnamon coat, sound to roots, short close and excellent
for texture. A lovely stylish baby – but very border-line for the BOB because of the
depression. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – May’s BUURRAPHA AUTUMN BELLE (OSH b 25) F 23/10/14.
Another very nice kitten, litter sister to the above and quite similar in style. Typy head
with wide top and large open based ears excellently set. She too has a dip above the
brow but not as renounced as her sisters and this should pull out as she grows, good
chin and level bite, slight teething pinch to muzzle. Good clear mid green eye colour
to eyes of very good shape and set. Long slender and firm toned body with whippy
tail to balance. Coat shows even ticking throughout with three clear bands and a
slightly darker dorsal line, narrow banding to limbs and a few to tail, all in a dark but
warm toned chocolate. Coat excellent for length but slightly fine in texture at the
moment. Super temperament and excellently presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Adult
CC & BOB – Jackson-Lee’s KNIGHTQUEEN MANTRA (SIA c) M 19/02/14.
A great big lad of very good type. Medium length wedge with good head strength,
broad top line and large wide based ears – setting good but he does tend to flatten
them a times. Eyes more oval than oriental in shape, colour an acceptable mid blue.
Strong almost straight profile with broad nose, deep chin lines up and the bite is
level. Long weighty and well muscled body, long strong limbs, long tapered tail to
balance. Points colour nice and pale although would prefer a slightly pinker tone to
them, but the yellow toned lighting was not helpful to dilutes. Excellent coat texture,
short and close, minimally shaded to tone over the hips. A little nervous but very
gentle and handled well. Excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOB – Brown’s BECKSTAR PROVIDENCE (SIA m) MN 21/01/13. A
stylish male neuter, very elegant yet with lovely size and substance. Longer wedge
with very good top of head and large flared ears set very well. Oriental eye shape and
set with mid blue colour. Slight dip to profile centre nose, good firm chin untidy but
level-ish bite, small pinch to muzzle. Long slender but weighty body with long whip
tail. Dark blue-based caramel points with good brownish over tones, very heavy
shading to coat, but again with the correct brownish over-tone, with just about
sufficient contrast to points, coat length and texture excellent, very short sleek and
close lying. A friendly boy who was excellent to handle, excellently presented.
also considered – Green’s PR BELROO PERFEQUETION (SIA m) MN
05/08/12 (see Herts & Mid report)

Red Point Neuter
It was really good to see so many super Red Point neuter boys entered today.
PC – Chandler’s JOHPAS PETITS BISOUS (SIA a) MN 11/04/14. This chap has
a lot of potential but he is still very much a baby in appearance, albeit a rather large
one! Strong head with very good top line and large flared ears set to balance. Good
expression to eyes of correct shape and set, colour ideally could be deeper but is
acceptable. Profile almost straight, good firm chin, bite slightly untidy but level.
Long weighty adolescent body, long strong limbs, tail needs an inch and has a small
“something” at the tip. Bright red points with an almost unshaded warm white coat
of excellent sleek texture. A sweet tempered lad, excellently presented.
BOB - Rigby’s GD PR SUMMADORE REDDY TEDDY GO (SIA d) MN
21/06/12
also considered – Brown’s IGDCH BECKSTAR CALLIN BATONROUGE (SIA
d) MN 30/08/12 (see Herts & Mid report)
Johnson’s GD PR BURNTHWAITES RAZZLE-DAZZLE (SIA d) MN 08/02/13.
An attractive lad with overall very good type and style, his head is somewhat
effeminate looking but is very even and well balanced, and his eye colour is very
good for depth and brilliance of tone. Rich red points and a lightly shaded coat of
very good length and texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Woodfield’s GD PR LITTLEFEAT DANNY BOY (SIA d) MN 01/05/11. Another
boy of very good type who I would like a touch more masculine for my personal taste
but who is nevertheless very stylish, elegant and weighty for size. Excellent
expression to eyes of mid blue. Bright mid red points and some tonal shading to short
close coat . Sweet tempered and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Neuter
BOB – Hinson’s GD PR LITTLEFEAT OVER THERAINBOW (SIA f) FN
01/05/11.
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Hertsfordshire & Middlesex CC
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Premier Neuter Male
GD PC - Brown’s IGDCH BECKSTAR CALLIN BATONROUGE (SIA d) MN
30/08/12. An elegant and stylish male neuter. Longer head with very good top line,
ears very large and nicely flared, set to follow the lines of the wedge. Oriental eye
shape and set with good expression and colour. Almost straight broad nose that is
somewhat bulbous from about half way down and overhangs his chin somewhat in
profile, chin could be deeper but lines up well and the bite is level. Well defined neck
line and a long body that still retains his pre-neutering masculine muscle-tone, long
strong limbs, tail to almost balance. Bright red points and a lightly shaded warm white
coat with excellent short sleek texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
R - Green’s PR BELROO PEREFEQUETION (SIA m) MN 05/08/12. An
attractive lad of overall good type. Medium length wedge with good top of head and
fairly large open-based ears set to follow. Good shape and set to eyes with has such an
endearing expression, colour an acceptable mid blue. Profile almost straight with a
firm chin and level bite. Long body perhaps a touch over-comfortably covered,
medium length limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail needs an inch to balance.
Lilac-based caramel points, brownish tones evident on tail but would like a bit more
on the other points, nose leather and paws pads correct. Super coat, almost unshaded
off-white in colour with very short close texture. A real sweetie to handle and
excellently presented.
British Lilac Kitten
1st & BOB – Draper’s DRAPURRS HOLLYWOOD HOGAN (BRI c) M
11/08/14. An attractive male kitten of good British type and nicely grown for 6
months. Round head with neat cheeks, ears perhaps a little tall at present but set well
apart with good width to skull, and hopefully he will grow into them. Round eyes,
open and expressive, deep gold in colour. Rounded forehead, short nose, deep chin
and level bite. Compact and cobby body, short strong limbs and large round paws,
medium length tail with rounded tip. Pale lilac coat with some pinkish overtone, clear
of ghosting apart from the tail and almost sound, a little long at present but fairly
dense with a hint of crispness to it. Excellent temperament and presentation.
British Blue-Cream, Lilac/Fawn Tortie Kitten
1st & BOB – Ashton’s PAWSOME PUSSYCAT DOLL (BRI g) 15/10/14. This
lass is beautifully grown and so very typy. Super round apple head with full fat
cheeks, excellent width between neat small round-tipped ears that are set just right.
Rounded forehead, short nose with quite a pronounced break, deep chin and bite
virtually level, nicely rounded muzzle. Super expression to eyes, colour still
developing but a deep intense orange beginning to show through. Excellent weight
and substance to really cobby body, short strong boned limbs and neat round paws,
medium length tail to balance. Attractive paler blue colouring with mid cream
mingling throughout developing nicely, just a slightly larger patch under the chin
evident, sound to roots. Super coat, short very dense and with some crispness to it. A
lovely baby, shame she didn’t fit in my pocket! Beautifully presented.

2nd – Bujalska-Axon’s RAPELY OCEAN SAPPHIRE (BRI g) F 28/06/14.
Another very nice kitten and unlucky to be up against the winner today. The older of
the two girls, of good British type and well grown. Round head with full cheeks and
rounded muzzle, good width between her neat small ears that were nicely set.
Rounded forehead and short broad nose, good chin and level bite. Open expression to
eyes of super mid copper colour. Cobby and weighty body with breadth to chest,
stands low on short limbs, with round paws and medium length tail to balance. Mid
blue and cream coat, mostly well mingled but has several quite large patches of
cream. Coat sound to roots and very dense just rather soft in texture at the moment.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
British A.C. Colourpointed Kitten Female
1st & BOB – Neal’s BLUEBELLES MARSHA MALLOW (BRI c 33) F 24/07/14.
A well balanced girl of very good British type. Super round head with full cheeks,
ears small and round at the tips set to follow the contours of the head. Rounded
forehead and short broad nose, nicely rounded smiley muzzle. Eyes round and open
with clear blue colour. Strong cobby body with short limbs, tail with rounded tip a
touch short. Mid lilac points, marginally blue toned rather than pink, completely
unshaded magnolia coat that was fairly short and quite dense with a hint of crispness
to it. Very friendly and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
2nd – Maxwell’s DAISYPURR PIXIEDUST (40 20) F 27/08/14. Overall good type
to this lass and well grown. Fairly well rounded head with good width between
medium sized ears that were well set, cheeks coming along nicely, short nose, firm
chin and level bite. Good expression to eyes of clear blue. Medium length body that
was weighty and substantial, good bone to limbs, round paws, tail slightly long and
rather pointy at the tip. Lilac tortie tabby markings to points with tabby pattern
predominating, the tortie was not easy to see in the available lighting, “m” to mask,
paler bracelets and lovely evenly spaced rings to tail. Unshaded coat that was fairly
short and has good density, just a little soft in texture today. Excellent temperament
and presentation.
Havana Adult
1st CC w/h – May’s BUURRAPHA SUMMER DREAM (OSH b) F 27/05/14. A
very stylish lady. Super head, typy and well balanced with excellent top line and large
flared ears set wide. Oriental eye shape and set with naughty expression,
unfortunately the colour was very poor, without even the merest hint of green which
for a Havana is an absolute no no, thus the withholding of the certificate. Good
profile and chin with level bite. Long slender neck, long very slender body but spine
well covered, super whip tail to balance. Rich warm toned Havana coat sound to roots
and excellent for length and texture. Such a shame about the eye colour. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
2nd – Robert’s ENIGMATIC KISSESOFFIRE (OSH b) F 05/03/14. A big strong
girl of very good type. Medium length wedge with good top, ears large and very well
set. Oriental eye shape and set with a real “make my day” expression and pale green
colour. Dip to profile centre nose, chin okay, bite untidy and missing many incisors
already. Long body with excellent substance and tone, long limbs and tail to balance.
Havana colouring very dark and with very little warmth of tone, but sound to roots

and looked better out of the pen, coat short and sleek in texture. Not the happiest of
bunnies and somewhat difficult to handle. Excellently presented.
Oriental Lilac Adult
CC & BOB – Miller’s DENSON BOUZOUKI MAYTIME (OSH c) F 01/05/13.
An attractive lilac lady of good overall type. Medium length wedge with good top of
head, ears in proportion and well set. Good shape and set to eyes of mid green.
Almost straight profile, good chin and level bite. Well defined neck line, body of
medium length, nicely covered and firm toned, tapered tail needs an inch to balance.
Pinky toned lilac coat, clear of ghosting and almost sound, short and fairly close
lying, just slightly soft in texture today. A little shy but handled well. Excellently
presented.
Oriental Cream or Apricot Adult
BOB – Keoghan’s IGD CH ALDERSTAR ANDRO (OSH em) M 19/01/13.A
most endearing fellow, his temperament for an entre is outstanding. Strong head,
medium in length with very good top line, ears large and very well set. Gentle
expression to eyes of mid green. Profile almost straight, good firm chin and level bite.
Excellent masculine muscle-tone to long weighty body, long strong limbs and tail to
almost balance. Warm apricot coat, minimal for pattern and sound, excellent for
length and texture. Perfect to handle and presented beautifully.
Oriental Spotted Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB - No name’s MYPRECIOUS BOBBY DAZZLER (OSH
a
24)
26/07/14. This chap was not listed in the catalogue so I only have the details I was
given. His type is good, but assuming the date of birth is correct, he is rather small for
this age and quite dainty for a male, however he does have good weight for his size.
Medium length wedge with good top line, ears of good size and nicely set. Oriental
eye shape and set with a good clear mid green colour. Profile chin and bite good,
small pinch to muzzle. Long slender body, whip tail needs an inch to balance. Darker
blue spotted pattern, minimal for linkage with broken spine line just about visible. He
does have a slightly muddy overtone to him at this stage and there appears to be a hint
of a metallic sheen to his head markings which is suggestive of blue-based caramel,
but not enough to be sure today. Lovely coat for length and closeness of texture.
Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Oriental Black Neuter
PC & BOB – Mobbs’ ALDERSTAR BLACK AS KNIGHT (OSH n) MN
01/01/14. A strong handsome and stylish neuter boy with excellent size and substance
for 13 months. Well balanced head with excellent top and large wide based ears set
wide. Love his strong broad nose and his deep chin lines up well, unexpectedly with
that sort of chin the bite is a mite over, but not enough to affect the awarding of the
certificate. Haughty expression to eyes, colour rather muddy toned but some green
seen. Long weighty body with excellent tone, tail tapers but needs an inch to balance.
Glossy jet black coat completely sound to roots and gleaming with condition. A
showy boy who handled well, excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
It was lovely to see so many quality tortie ladies and it was not the easiest of tasks to
sort them out.

CC – Cook’s TIANLEX IZZITME (SIA f) F 11/04/14. A big strong girl for 10
months and very good for type and style. Strong wedge head with very good top and
large open based ears set to balance. Straight profile, firm chin and level bite, slight
pinch to muzzle. Oval shaped eyes with good expression, colour could be a touch
deeper for a seal tortie but is acceptable. Long weighty and firm toned body, good
tail. Seal tortie points very well mingled with some bright mid red tones on the ears
and tail. Coat pale and only lightly shaded to tone, short and close lying perhaps
marginally fine in texture today. Excellent temperament and presentation.
BOB – Stoke’s UK & OBIGC LITTLEFEAT POWDERFINGER (SIA f) F
05/03/10. Gorgeous lady for type and style. Excellent balanced to head with lovely
broad top line and very large beautifully flared ears set wide. Excellent eye shape set
and expression with brilliant blue colour. Straight profile, just a tiny tiny bump to the
back of the skull, strong chin and level bite. Long elegant body with a good trim
tummy line, long whip tail balance. Seal tortie points all well mingled in mainly paler
and mid red but with some excellent richer tones evident on the ears. Short close coat,
slightly fine in texture today with some medium tonal shading. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
also considered – Brock’s UK & OBIGC KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f)
F 04/08/07. Just beaten for the BOB today by the merest whisker. One of my
favourite ladies. Lovely head with an excellent broad top and large flared ears that she
holds beautifully. The most inscrutable of expressions to eyes and the colour looked
very good today. Profile and chin good, a few teeth missing but looks level, would
just like her muzzle to be finer. Long body a little comfortable today, long slender
limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail to balance. Very dark seal tortie points, well
mingled on all points in mainly pale red but some brighter medium tones evident on
the ears. Has very good contrast for a lady of this age and her coat texture was very
good today. A joy to handle and beautifully presented.
Cook’s CH TINALEX DOYOUKNOWWHOIAM (SIA f) F 30/06/13. An
attractive lady of very good type. Well balanced medium length wedge with very
good top of head, lovely ears, large flared and excellently set. Wicked expression to
eyes, colour could be marginally deeper. Good profile and chin with level bite.
Elegant neck-line and a long slender but weighty body, tail to balance. Seal tortie
points well mingled on all points in mainly paler red with some brighter tones evident
on the ears and tail. Coat lightly shaded to tone, slightly long and fine in texture
today. Excellent to handle despite the man eating look. Excellently presented.
Fairclough’s GD CH ZARAFA DJELIBEYLI (SIA h) F 08/05/13. A dainty lady
of overall well balanced type and style. Neat medium length wedge with very good
top of head, ears of good size and set to follow. Sweet expression to eye of mid blue.
profile good, chin okay and the bite is level. Long elegant neck and a long slender
but well covered body, whippy tail to almost balance. Warm toned mid chocolate
tortie points with a paler red mingling throughout. Pale coat with minimal shading,
rather long and fine in texture today. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Tabby Point Siamese Neuter
BOB - Wroe’s CH & GD PR COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 24) MN
23/07/13 (see C&L report)

also considered – Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (SIA m 21) MN
13/08/12. A strong and handsome male neuter, unlucky to be up against the slightly
better balanced boy today. Longer wedge with very good top, ears large flared and
very well set. Straight profile with long broad nose – perhaps a little too long for
perfect balance, but very imposing and strong, deep chin and level-ish bite. Very
oriental shape to eyes, a little deep set, colour mid blue. Long substantial and weighty
body, long strong limbs, tail with very good rings to almost balance. Lilac-based
caramel tabby markings with some brownish overtones to pattern on head and tail,
distinct scarab and cheek tracings, bracelets somewhat paler. Good contrast to offwhite coat, with just light tonal shading, excellent for length and texture, short sleek
and gleaming with condition. A little shy but handled very well. Beautifully
presented.
END OF REPORT

